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The Contemporary Solution to Enhance Teaching and Learning
In the past, the outmoded teaching and learning environment might possibly make students difficult to
concentrate and eventually slow down their learning progress. It has always been an obstacle for most teachers
to drive the learning passion for their students. Given that we are one of the market leaders in education technology industry, we have been developing a comprehensive solution which is beneficial to both teaching and
learning. Today, we are proud to announce that we have reached the final stage of the integration for our Interactive Professional Online Learning, i-pol and our latest Digital Language Lab Software, DLL 6.0. Please stay
tuned for our latest development.

Integration of i-pol and DLL 6.0
With the latest breakthrough, our English e-learning system, i-pol, will be fully integrated into our DLL 6.0. All
the contents such as videos and exercises can be launched in our DLL 6.0 so that students can sharpen their
English skills through self-learning. As we have introduced in our previous newsletter Vol.18 (April 2012), i-pol is
an evolutionary learning solution with our tailor-made video-based lessons. It consists of five modules,
including Oral, Listening, Reading, Writing, Grammar and Practical Skills with seven levels. We believe the
integration of i-pol and DLL 6.0 will make English learning more fun and easy for all students
If you are interested, we are pleased to provide a trial version to you so that you can experience our latest products and achievement.

Pro-One HDMI Adaptor
Apart from the above solutions, we would like to introduce Pro-One HDMI Adaptor which is an external adaptor designed to connect mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, to our Pro-One AV Control System
through the HDMI port. By adopting it, the information from your mobile devices can be shared in real time on
TV or projector so as to increase the flexibility and the interactivity of lessons. Therefore, teachers can easily
share the teaching materials to the class in a multimedia way.

We are Ready for Windows 8
In order to be compatible with the latest operating system, we are delighted to announce that our flagship
products - XCLASS, DLL and XPRESS are now compatible with Windows 8 platform. For further information,
please do not hesitate to contact us at sales@suntechgroup.com .

